SUMMARY: Spectroscopic observations of close binary star V455 Cygni reveal many lines that originate in interstellar and circumstellar medium and the atmosphere of the Earth; we found over two hundred such spectral features, and in this paper we present the list of telluric lines we identified through comparison with HITRAN database of molecular lines. The lines that remain unidentified or show peculiar behavior will be discussed in the second part of the paper.
INTRODUCTION
The close eclipsing binary V455 Cygni is a Hα emission-line star (coordinates α = 20 h 26 m 20 s .92, δ = +39 o 40 ′ 10 ′′ . 1, FK5 2000 1, FK5 .0/2000 in the region of the emission/absorption nebulae around P Cyg. V455 Cygni belongs to the OB-association Cyg OB9 (Zakirov and Eshankulova 2004) , which is located at the distance of about 500 pc (Garibdzhanyan 1984) .
The preliminary results of our analysis of spectroscopic and photometric data suggest that V455 Cygni is a semi detached system in the stage of mass exchange, with the hotter star having an accretion disc, and the cooler star filling its Roche-lobe and streaming gas to its companion ( -Durašević at al. 2007 ). The system is classified as B spectral type, so we can expect an extended envelope around it. Furthermore, due to the increased density of interstellar gas in the P Cyg region, spectra of V455 Cygni have strong interstellar absorption components in some resonant spectral lines (such as D1 and D2 sodium lines, or h and k ionized magnesium lines). Therefore, the spectra of this star are a mixture of lines from all these different sources; and for successful separation and examination of these sources we first need to identify the spectral lines, and determine their origin.
Another reason for making an effort at identification of telluric lines in particular is that some of the mentioned interstellar and circumstellar features have very similar profiles as the spectral lines that originate in the Earth's atmosphere; telluric lines also have a pronounced influence on profiles of important lines (in the vicinity of Na I D1 and D2 lines, Hα region, in infrared A and B bands and so forth). Identification of telluric lines, effectively eliminating them from further study, is thus essential for proper analysis of V455 Cygni's spectra.
OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTION
The spectra were obtained with echelle spectrograph (R ≈ 10000) linked to the 1.25 m telescope of the Crimean observatory of the Sternberg Astronomical Institute in September 2004. The spectral range covered by the spectrograph was approximately 4200 to 7100Å. Nine spectra were obtained in the course of two weeks, covering different phases. The data were processed in the usual way: bias frames subtracted, the influence of cosmic particles filtered out, orders found/approximated/extracted, wavelength calibration done using calibration spectra of a line lamp, orders combined. The resulting one-dimensional spectra were divided by the response curve of the spectrograph. The spectra were re-binned to the wavelength bin size of 0.25Å. Finally, the continuum was approximated by a spline function to produce normalized spectra. The processing was performed using the MIDAS package. 
LINE IDENTIFICATION
Since V455 Cygni is a single-lined spectroscopic binary, spectral lines originating in stellar atmospheres (or in the accretion disk, the gas stream and other elements comprising this complex system) clearly show wavelength shifts corresponding to orbital motion. Therefore, by overlapping spectra at different phases it is possible to separate such "stellar" lines from the lines that are created "outside" the system, in the interstellar and circumstellar medium and in the Earth's atmosphere, as their wavelengths will not change with orbital phase. The preliminary inspection of V455 Cygni's spectra revealed a large number of these phase-independent features. Fig. 1 shows an excerpt of our spectra in phases near 0, 0.25 and 0.75; while the wavelength shift of the strong, broadened stellar line is obvious, the narrow (so far unidentified) line shows no change in position.
The identification procedure was as follows. The spectra from all the phases were overlapped in a new version of our program for spectral analysis, ISAAC (Latković,Čeki and Vince 2003), so the phase-independent features were fairly easy to distinguish. After making a complete list of all such lines, we tried to identify each one using the HI-TRAN database (Rothman et al. 2005 ) of molecular lines and the atlas of solar spectrum (Moore, Minnaert, and Houtgast 1966) . We created an artificial spectrum out of the entries in the HITRAN database by normalizing the line intensities to a maximum local to the range of observed spectra, and then overlapped it with the observations (see Fig. 2 ). Most of the lines that do not "participate" in the system's orbital motion are telluric lines. The lines are shown in Table 1 , with wavelengths, intensities and absorbing molecules; all the data presented here are taken from the HITRAN database. The intensities are given in cm −1 molecul·cm −2 . Entries in the table are grouped so as to emphasize that many lines could not be resolved in our observations, as they constitute composite profiles. Every one of 122 segments of the table represents one line in the observed spectra, and every one of 197 rows a line in the HI-TRAN database. All the lines presented in this paper were found in both the HITRAN database and in the atlas of solar spectrum; we reason that the lines present in the HITRAN database and missing from the atlas are good candidates for interstellar and circumstellar lines. However, a number of well defined lines couldn't be identified in either source, and there are several lines found in the atlas, but not in the HITRAN database. Furthermore, some non-stellar lines exhibit changes of line profile depth through phases; while in telluric lines this effect might be a result of changing air-mass from one observation to another. Our analysis is not yet conclusive, and will be discussed in the forthcoming second part of this paper.
UDK 520.84 : 524.384 Prethodno saopxteƬe Spektroskopska posmatraƬa tesnog dvojnog sistema V455 Cygni otkrivaju mnoxtvo linija koje potiqu iz me uzvezdane sredine, okolozvezdanog omotaqa i ZemƩine atmosfere; pronaxli smo preko dve stotine ovakvih linija i u ovom radu predstavƩamo spisak telurskih linija koje smo identifikovali pore eƬem sa HITRAN bazom molekulskih linija. O linijama koje nismo mogli da identifikujemo i linijama koje pokazuju neuobiqajeno ponaxaƬe bi e reqi u drugom delu rada.
